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Authorship, memory and manuscripts

On the back of a fag packet. Or, the night of the long spoons.

INTRODUCTION

Good evening.

I’m very aware, standing here, that I am not an academic, nor a historian. I hope that means I bring a

different, and not just an inadequate, understanding of the art of biography.

In a review of a couple of the books spawned by Julian Assange and the Wikileaks saga yesterday, I

came across a thought that summed up what I want to talk about tonight: facts do not speak for

themselves, the reviewer said of the gadzillions of bits of information that are now available on the

Wikileaks site. The act of publication is not enough. Hold that thought, because in a way it is the

essence of what I have to say.

The great Michael Holroyd remarked in a talk he gave at the Hay Festival some years ago, that

biographers have to be “time travellers”. And as a researcher, to come across a handwritten note,

or a letter, or a manuscript sketch of a proposal for legislation is like being offered a perch on the

shoulder of the past.

Finding these cheap cardboard cigarette packets, ripped up to provide paper for notes made in

rather wild shorthand transported me back to sit with Barbara Castle at one of the Labour party’s

less comradely meetings. It is 1956. The air is smoky, the atmosphere urgent. This is a driven woman,

a foot soldier in a battle in which the principal weapon is the interpretation of events.
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Now, I came to biography not as a historian but as a political journalist. My working life has been

spent in combat with the unknown tomorrow. So making sense of a past that was already written

down was an appealing idea. A life of Barbara Castle, the woman the late Anthony Howard once

called Margaret Thatcher’s John the Baptist, offered an alluring certainty. I would know the facts.

They were in the documents.

I know better now.

This talk is about how partial the truth of documents really is, even when they are historic, and how

it can be as hard to discern what matters from the past as it is from the daily cascade of news.

BACKGROUND

Journalism and biography are obviously related trades. But they are also different. For both, you

need a certain outlook, a frame of mind. The questions that shape your approach to contemporary

events are the same questions that you try to answer as you assemble the pieces of a whole life.

There is obviously a kind of story-telling in both.

But where a journalist reports in the context of intention and outcome, the question of a

biographer’s perspective is more contentious. What is a biographer’s relationship with the subject:

judgemental, inevitably – but are you friendly critic, or just critic.

How scrupulous should a biographer be about distancing self from story.

Is all biography covert autobiography as Roy Jenkins would have us believe?

And when your raw material is your subject’s papers and letters and diaries, who is the real author,

and whose the memory? Whose life is it?

The title has made me think again about the importance of both authorship and memory, and the

weight that each deserves.
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These papers we’re looking at tonight did not seem significant ten years ago, when I first saw them

as part of the narrative arc of a 90-year life.

This was an event at which Castle was only a witness, which had no impact on her life and to which

she added little or nothing.

But I realise now how vividly they illustrate a cul de sac in history, a moment when global politics

seemed about to do a kind of handbreak turn, to depart in a radically new direction – and then slid

back into a familiar rut. And, more importantly for her biographer, in her treatment of this moment,

how much they tell us about Castle herself.

Castle kept diaries, intermittently, throughout her life. She did it as a way of authoring her own

narrative, which developed into a sophisticated method of fitting facts into her personal political

story. Her diaries became a kind of official memory, randomly supported by bits of paper like these

cigarette packs and scraps of notes.

Castle wanted an authorised biographer. But she didn’t want anyone else authoring her life. Her

boxes (and boxes and boxes) of papers and letters and diaries had largely been organised and sifted

long before I had access to them. She intended to be the curator not only of her political but of her

personal life.

As far as she could control it, the public memory of her was to be composed of the memories she

had chosen.

She was in her late 80s by the time I was interviewing her for the biography and her own memory

was shrinking to the version of events she had created for her autobiography. It is a real skill, one

that I was a long way from mastering, to interview someone who has already decided what their life

story is, in a way that persuades them to address a familiar event from a new perspective.
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THE PERIOD

The 1950s was in many ways the most exciting decade of Castle’s life. She was in her 40s, she was a

radical Labour MP, fighting colonialism abroad and the internal party war with the right-wing

Gaitskellites at home.

It was also a time of personal sadness, when she realised she was not going to have children, and it

was a time for parties. Her reputation, which I believe she cherished, as Westminster’s top totty

dates from these years. This was the time when the – only – ladies loo in the Commons was dubbed

Barbara’s Castle. Maybe there is a link between the childlessness and the foxy lady. If there was, it

was not one Castle would have made.

This is not even hinted at in her papers. There are many, many agendas for and minutes of the

weekly meetings of the Labour party’s National Executive Committee. The NEC was the party’s ruling

body when it was out of power, the cockpit of the party’s ideological struggle. None of this survives

the blurred Xeroxed print on the cheap, soft paper. The printed minutiae of the rival campaigns

looks dull, and feels dull, and it is dull.

THE EVIDENCE

These fag packets – Castle was a dedicated smoker right up until her death at 92 – are an irresistible

invitation, in another of Holroyd’s expressions, to reverse the flow of time.

What are they? In the iconography of cigarette packaging, these are working class fags, untipped

Navy Cut and Capstan. Although the epidemiologist Richard Doll had just published his first research

on the link between smoking and cancer, they belong to the untroubled days before they started

putting coffins in the place of the cheery sailor.
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But from other ephemera in the same bundle, this is quite a grand event: as well as the cigarette

packets, there are menu cards. They are from the St Ermine’s Hotel. In the fifties St Ermines was a

kind of Westminster outpost, barely the flick of a fag butt from the Commons across parliament

square. It was a place of plush drapery and long, heavy meals – Florida cocktail, sole meuniere, rack

of lamb AND fruit tart. St Ermine’s was where the leadership of the Labour party came to do

business.

This is an important event. Years later Castle identified it, in the felt tip she used as her sight began

to fade, as the dinner given by the Labour party for the First Secretary of the Communist Party of the

Soviet Union, Nikita Khrushchev, and Marshall Nikolai Bulganin, on their only visit to London. It was

the first time since the Revolution that Soviet leaders had made such a visit. Khrushchev brought

Princess Anne a bear cub.

SHORTHAND

So we know what the event is – and for further confirmation, in Castle’s own autobiography she tells

how she feverishly scribbled her account of the dinner.

So why was it so important?

THE WORLD AND THE PARTY

This is 1956. It is a date more often associated with Suez and Hungary, although the climax of both –

so devastating to the political hopes of the time – came later, towards the end of the year. At the

beginning of 1956, it had seemed the year might end quite differently. It had looked, for a month or

two, as if there could be a change in the direction of the post-war world - the iron curtain may have

started to fray, to let in chinks of light.

It was three years since Stalin had died. In late February, at a closed session of the 20th Communist

Party congress, Khrushchev had denounced him as a tyrant; by March the news of the speech was
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filtering through to the West; by April, a few – most particularly those on the Labour left, including

Castle, – wanted to believe it might be the dawn of a new era and a new kind of Communism; most

others – including the Labour right – feared it was merely an attempt to shore up the new regime by

distancing it from the terror and the purges of the old. But no one was quite sure.

- The Soviet Union presented the British Left with particular problems. It was easy for the

right wing tabloids to imply there was little distinction between social democracy and

Communism. That meant Labour’s approach to the Soviet Union had to be minutely

calibrated.

- For the first time for nearly twenty years, Labour too had a new leader. The right winger

Hugh Gaitskell had, a few months earlier, defeated the candidate of the left, Aneurin Bevan.

But the long-running war between the two was not quite over. The nature of relations with

Soviet Russia was one of the continuing points of contention.

- The Labour left was pressing for detente; there was already a powerful anti-bomb

movement in the party, two years before the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament was

launched.

- The left particularly opposed the way that the East-West stand-off within Europe was

beginning to intrude into the politics of the Middle East and the newly-independent

countries of Asia. Khrushchev and Bulganin had just completed a rabble-rousing tour of India

which had chilled western observers.

- Another important factor was that the left’s powerbase was the ordinary party members. Its

strength was gauged by the results of the annual elections to the constituency section of the

National Executive Committee.

- Getting elected depended (according to critics) on being “leftier than thou”. Every position

the left took was dismissed by the right as grandstanding, and in truth they were unwilling to

agree compromises simply in the interest of unity. And above all they fought the right’s near

hegemony of information by leaking their side of the argument.
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- Gaitskell and his allies, on the other hand, tended to win power through the trade union

block vote. They were more cautious, less anti-American, and in particular believed in

keeping the bomb.

This visit was a moment not only when the West could assess Soviet intentions. It had a domestic

importance too. It was a test of Gaitskell’s control over his party, and of the appeal - after a second

election defeat in 1955 – that he could make to the country.

The New Statesman, the left’s platform, optimistically reported that Khrushchev was coming “to

wind up the Cold War”. The Statesman’s editor Kingsley Martin advised that “They [soviet

leadership] should be subjected neither to abuse nor adulation but to severe cross-examination.”

In his regular Daily Mirror column, the senior backbencher and Oxford don Richard Crossman – a

man who as he once remarked of a colleague, kept a cloven hoof in both camps - called for open

minds: “it would be folly to rule out the possibility that the Russians had learned from Stalin’s

failures and now sincerely mean what they say.”

This might look like the menu for a dinner at a Westminster hotel: but in fact it is the order of battle

for a defining confrontation. There will be many authors of the story of this night, and there will be

many versions of the truth.

WHERE’S THE NOTEBOOK

So why on earth did Castle – a prolific journalist – go to such an event apparently without a

notebook?

It was supposed to be a private evening, and in theory there were to be no speeches. It was, as Time

magazine noted in its report the following week, intended to be “a quiet little dinner”.

Only a month earlier a well-oiled Richard Crossman had reeled out of a similar dinner – a kind of

warm up event - with people from the Soviet embassy and told the press all about their
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negotiations for the Khrushchev meeting. Furious Labour colleagues complained bitterly at his one-

sided account.

Like Crossman, Castle was frequently in trouble for leaking her version of confidential meetings.

Egged on by her husband Ted, she had developed a keen sense of the usefulness of getting her

version of the truth out first.

And she was certainly not alone in taking notes. Even now, there are other accounts in the public

domain. Hugh Gaitskell’s diary gives a version of it, and so does Richard Crossman’s, tho his was

written up two weeks later. There are official reports in the Labour Party archive, and presumably

somewhere too in the Soviet archives. There is even an official photograph.

So establishing the facts of the night is not difficult. And, happily for those whose Pitman’s

shorthand is a bit rusty, with the cigarette packets there is a typewritten transcript of Castle’s

notes.

According to Crossman the only reason why there were speeches at all at this informal dinner was

because one right wing Labour MP, the future foreign secretary George Brown, had picked a fight

with Khrushchev’s young son. Marshall Bulganin leapt to his feet more to create a diversion than to

deliver any official message.

By another account, there were intended to be two formal speeches – Bulganin’s, and one from the

chair of the party, Edwin Gooch, of the Agricultural Workers’ Union. Little is remembered of Gooch,

but I think it is safe to guess that he was comprehensively outclassed by the handsome, blue-eyed

Marshall Bulganin.

But even so, the calls from the audience for Khrushchev to speak seemed to have been more in jest

than in earnest.
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THE TYPESCRIPT

Castle’s ten pages of transcript skim over this detail, and the criticisms of Gooch’s weak

chairmanship of the evening which form part of other accounts. She gives no context for the chants

of “Khrush – chev, Khrush – chev” which followed Bulganin’s words, no sense of what appears to

have been a typically well-lubricated evening. Her transcript seems to aspire to be a dispassionate

record.

According to other accounts, the Khrushchev was fed up. Everywhere he travelled, he had had a

hostile reception which included a demonstration by Oxford undergraduates after he had been

taken on a tour of Harwell. On other public appearances, he had been dogged by protesters from

the Soviet bloc: refugees from Czechoslovakia, demanding free elections, from Poland demanding a

free Church and from Latvia, demanding a free country.

Now he launched into an impassioned appeal for mutual confidence and cooperation between the

world’s parties of the left. Sceptics might have suspected that this was an attempt to revive the

Popular Front project of the 1930s, in which Labour – to promote the fight against Fascism – was

supposed to welcome Communist support.

Khrushchev however, began with an acknowledgement of what divided Europe’s parties of the left.

(And do remember, that the entire evening was conducted through interpreters. So this is not a

second hand, but a third hand account of Khrushchev’s words.)

“We could have at the moment closer contacts than we have with you which are non-existent ...

Because there is a great difference of political views between us, I am not inviting you to take up a

Marxist position because you would be very bad Marxists and we would be very poor Labour Party

members...”

This sounds positively jovial. Immediately opposite him, George Brown who had already provoked

him by bullying his son was poised to begin barracking. (SEE P5) “Good humoured banter,” he
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claimed afterwards. Good humoured banter from Brown, Denis Healey subsequently remarked, was

an experience that could try the patience even of his Labour colleagues.

The first crisis of the speech came when Khrushchev implied that it was the Allies’ fault that the

Soviet Union had made its infamous 1939 pact with Hitler.

Explaining the Nazi-soviet pact remained a divisive matter for Labour. The Left was inclined to

sympathise with the Soviet view that Anglo-French failure to back Stalin was part of a trans-Europe

conspiracy to allow Hitler to destroy Communism.

The Labour right thought the pact proved that Stalin would be a dangerous ally, and everything that

happened since 1945 had confirmed their fears.

When Khrushchev declared war could have been avoided, George Brown muttered “May God

forgive him,” to which Bevan retorted “I agree with Khrushchev”.

But Khrushchev lost even Bevan when he said [bottom p5] “Hitler knew a headlong collision with us

would be fatal to him...”. Bevan interrupted: “This is a very dangerous argument. What you are

saying is that Hitler started a war with us because he knew you would not strike him in the rear.”

Khrushchev, Castle noted, “got almost apoplectic at this and started shouting”.

Khrushchev attacked the Anglo-French mission - P6 “They were with us a month or more drinking

tea... they were more prepared to come to terms with the other side ... they were trying to prod

Hitler East...”

And on over several more pages, he railed, trying to convey a single message - or threat: Labour

should support the Soviet Union in order to prevent “a repetition of what took place in 1939”.

Bottom p6 “I would say that in a way history is repeating itself. You are helping Western Germany

to rearm. Look out. You might have to pay for that later on. God preserve us from that again. Once
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Germany rearms she will hardly listen to France. Germany will be stronger than you and France. ..

History has certain laws of its own.”

In translation, in typescript, with no memory of Khrushchev’s bullying presence, the impact of these

words is perhaps dissipated. It is not reflected anywhere in Castle’s notes. Yet more than a year

later, Crossman wrote in his diary: “I will never forget his [Khrushchev’s] contemptuous attitude to

us, his couldn’t-care-less suggestion that we should join the Russians because if not, they would swat

us off the face of the earth like a dirty old black beetle.”

And Denis Healey, who was also at the dinner, still remembers a “bullying tirade which his hosts

found shocking and offensive.”

THE LABOUR MOMENT

But that was only the first crisis. In Phase II of the evening, Khrushchev’s hosts turned the tables on

him.

Hugh Gaitskell, had no intention of responding to the thrust of Khrushchev’s speech. That would

have meant embarking on an entirely new policy initiative. He merely observed [half way down p8]

that Labour had disagreed with the Conservative government in the 1930s and did so again now.

Gaitskell had a different field of battle. His concerns were about citizens in the Soviet bloc who had

been arbitrarily imprisoned: Jews, social democrats and trade unionists. For the Soviet leaders this

was a mystifying and intolerable line to pursue.

Labour had drawn up a list of 200 or so of what would nowadays be called prisoners of conscience.

Now Gaitskell raised the matter.

“We are a party of democratic Socialists and we have in Europe many comrades of the same faith

as ourselves ... we would intervene on behalf of the social democrats who of course hold a point
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of view different from that of the Communist regimes. I have here a list which I propose to give

our guests who I am sure respect loyalty to comrades...”

Khrushchev, Castle noted, was “hardly able to contain himself.” To a sharp intake of breath from his

audience, (“murmurs of “Oh”) he thundered: “We are not in a position to accept a list. We have

been and remain Communists. We shall fight the enemies of the working class [with] all the means

necessary to uphold our achievements ....”

Here was an issue around which the party was united. As Gaitskell acknowledged, the fate of the

social democrats had very recently begun to look a little less bleak with prisoner releases in Poland.

But no one knew if it was a temporary thaw or the start of a genuine move to pluralism.

The leader of the left, p10 Aneurin Bevan and the right wing miners’ leader Sam Watson, joined

the attack. Their exchanges provoked Khrushchev into a new fury against Labour that lasted

throughout the rest of his visit. At a series of subsequent social events, he refused to shake hands

with anyone, and complained later (according to Time magazine) that Conservatives were easier to

deal with.

In her autobiography, Castle describes staying up late that night to produce a record of the evening,

and how first thing in the morning she was at the offices of the New Statesman to discuss it all with

her friend (and almost certainly her sometime lover), John Freeman, the magazine’s associate editor.

There are two curiosities about the way Castle uses her memory of what became a small but

celebrated moment in the history of the Labour party. The first oddity is that writing her

autobiography in the 1980s, she recalls it in the context not of the internal party rows of the 1950s

but as a footnote to the 1930s debate about the Nazi-Soviet pact.
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Second, it is not obvious why she felt she had to stay up all night working at her transcription. The

dinner was on a Monday evening, and press day at the Statesman would not be until late on

Wednesday. And by Tuesday morning, it was there for the reading in the late editions of the Times.

Some of the answer to both questions is found in the contest to control the meaning of the events of

the night.

THE VERDICT

At the time, weekly New Statesman sold around 100,000 copies. For comparison, The Times sold

only 200,000 a day. (the relative figures now are about 40,000 to something over 400,000). The

Statesman made an important contribution to public debate; and it was committed to detente. It

cared about human rights, but it cared more about finding a way to long term European peace

through disarmament.

In contrast, The Times reflected the prevailing view that the objective was unchanged. This was no

time to back away from the confrontation that had produced the Cold War stalemate. That was the

context of its report on the morning after the dinner which concentrated on the challenge from

Gaitskell to the Soviet leaders over the fate of Social Democrats in the Soviet Bloc. The evening’s

significance to the Times was in what it said about Labour under Gaitskell and the message it sent to

the totalitarian regime in Moscow.

To understand its significance, it is important to remember that some European social democratic

parties did include Communist sympathisers and some, like the socialist party of Italy, had actually

merged with the Communists. The Godesburg programme, by which West German social democrats

renounced the class struggle and embraced a middle way, was still three years in the future.

The Labour left, believing it was both possible and desirable to achieve a rapprochement with the

Soviet Union were not, or not necessarily, fellow travellers. Like Castle they believed confrontation
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over disarmament made the world a more dangerous place, and they argued that picking a fight

with Khrushchev over human rights risked all chance of progress. They suspected Gaitskell of

posturing in order to divert attention from Khrushchev’s substantive message. They argued that he

should not have raised a contentious issue and so risked the chance to promote mutual

understanding.

At the end of this tumultuous week, the New Statesman editorial pronounced its verdict. It didn’t

criticise the decision to raise the fate of imprisoned Social Democrats: it agreed that good relations

depended on respect for pluralism - it had you will remember called for “severe cross examination”

in the weeks before the visit. But it was strongly critical of the way in which the principle of pluralism

had been defended.

And it laid the blame for what clearly became a disorderly rout first on the Labour leader’s failure to

intervene, and on his decision to inflame the atmosphere further with his list of political detainees.

Yet – and this is a key point – from her papers, it seems that Castle kept back the details of the end

of the evening, when Bevan and Watson joined the criticism of Khrushchev. The top copies of those

pages survive in her files, while the other pages of the typescript are carbon copies. (and for the

record, one of those is missing).

Was it because of this that the NS reported only the involvement of George Brown and Gaitskell

himself in the row over political prisoners, implying that it was only the right who had been “grossly

ill-mannered and provocative”?

As Castle had wanted, the bulk of the editorial considered the substantive part of Khrushchev’s

speech: it asked whether he was genuinely seeking detente and disarmament and pondered how

serious might his offer be to withdraw troops from East Germany if NATO forces withdrew from the

West, and abandoned plans for West German rearmament.
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That was the matter the NS wanted publicly debated, and that was what it felt had been

undermined by Gaitskell’s determination to pursue the fate of the detainees.

But by the time the Statesman’s alternative view was on the streets on Friday, the mood in the party

had swung decisively behind Gaitskell. An attempt by the irreconcilable left-winger Manny Shinwell

to censure the leader for his treatment of Khrushchev at the Parliamentary Labour Party attracted a

derisory 10 votes.

In the public mind, Gaitskell scored a notable success: he established that he and his party could be

trusted on the Soviet Union, and reinforced the message that far from being the reds under the bed

of some popular commentary, under his leadership Labour would continue to be robust in its

defence of democracy.

Finally, on Friday evening he drove home his victory. He went on television and defended George

Brown (who had borne the brunt of the criticism) and repeated his support for European social

democrats.

It was an important, perhaps a vital, moment for Labour – and for Britain. Time Magazine dubbed it

the “night of the long spoons”. The CIA judged it the key moment of Khrushchev’s entire 8 day visit.

"Of all the developments”, its report of the evening said, “Khrushchev's clash with the Labor Party

may have the most lasting effect in Britain.

"His abrupt dismissal of demands for the release of social democrats brought a rare degree of unity

to the opposition.

“Gaitskell later told Khrushchev it was impossible for him to accept an invitation from the

Communist Party to visit the USSR.”
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A fuller account of the night is in the published diaries of Richard Crossman. Its weakness is that it

was written nearly a fortnight later, on May 8th, when tempers had calmed.

Like Castle, Crossman – who knows continental Europe well – is interested by the talk of

disarmament. Unlike Castle, it is not a concept in which he believes. He notes the “cynicism” of the

Soviets.

But he shares her surprise that Gaitskell raised, in his words, “Jews and social democrats”; he had

returned only that day from Poland, and he knew many soc dems were being released from prison

and he recognised Soviet disappointment that this gesture was not appreciated in the west.

He notes how those on the left who had not been at the dinner supposed that because the only

matter to be reported was the row over political prisoners, Gaitskell had been gratuitously rude.

According to Crossman, at a party meeting on the Wednesday Castle had joined the criticism and

complained there had been no press conference, which had resulted in a distorted account being

leaked. This pre-emptive defence of her own leak may explain why her colleagues never quite

trusted her at this period.

It is not surprising that these few tatty bits of cardboard have been so carefully preserved. Castle’s

notes have a real historical significance.

MANUSCRIPTS AND LIES

But ... when I saw them again the other day in the reading room here, I studied them rather more

thoughtfully than I had at the time of my research ten years ago, when they seemed little more than

a welcome nugget of interest, not worth missing my deadline to research more carefully.

Have another look.
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1: THE LATER NOTE

[this is the complex bit!]

First the note that is paper-clipped to the cigarette packets. It’s clearly written after the event, and

judging from the black felt tip scrawl, probably from the time when Castle, then in her late 70s, was

writing her autobiography, organising and selecting the documents that she would leave to

posterity.

You can see that she had to check the date of the dinner: she originally put it as ?1957, and

corrected it to 1956.

But this creates further problems.

2: THE MENU CARD

The menu card is dated, and the dates don’t match. At the bottom left, in French to go with the

menu, it is clearly March 17th 1959 – not St George’s Day 1956, but St Patrick’s Day three years later.

And on the back of one menu is written, contemporaneously you can see because the shorthand

skirts round it, “Mr Suslov, chairman of the Foreign Affairs Committee of the Supreme Soviet”.

Mikhail Suslov, a Stalinist who had just fallen out with Khrushchev and was to orchestrate his

overthrow five years later, was also interested in promoting good relations with social democrats in

western Europe. In March 1959, he visited London as part of an inter-parliamentary exchange. It

was in the middle of Castle’s year as chair of the Labour Party.

The Times newspaper archive includes a report of a dinner at which Suslov was the guest of the

national executive. The visit as a whole appears to have been much more successful than
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Khrushchev’s, and led to a return visit to Moscow by senior Labour figures including Gaitskell in

September of that year. Macmillan chose their absence to call an election.

1959, like 1956, was a moment of nervous flux in European affairs. In particular the status of Berlin

was a matter of tense debate. The Soviet Union was challenging the West to retreat from the 1945

frontiers. At the same time, a test-ban treaty conference of foreign ministers was planned, while a ,

Macmillan, had just paid the first peace-time visit to Russia. Later that year Khrushchev himself was

to visit the United States.

So these notes were indeed made at a moment of high political excitement. Just not the one they

appear to refer to, the historic encounter with Khrushchev in 1956. Instead they are of a meeting

with Suslov in 1959.

3: THE ENVELOPE

The conclusive proof is this: in the same bundle of papers, to go with the impromptu cigarette-pack-

notebook, are more notes, scribbled on the back of the proverbial envelope – in this case an

apparently unused bit of House of Commons stationery (the embossed portcullis insignia is just

visible).

It is labelled at the top, Krush(chev) and Bul(ganin) dinner, 1959. Again, although it can’t have been

written at the time, it is in Castle’s writing, and before she started using the bold felt tip of later

years.

The date was probably taken from the menu, and it would be easy – I know – not to take any notice

of what now seems the incontrovertible evidence of the name: “Mr Suslov” on the reverse of one of

the menus.
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The envelope, used on both sides, has four sections of Castle’s longhand, headed A, B and X on one

side, C and D (more clearly) on the other. If you look again at the

4: CIGARETTE NOTES

cigarette packs, it is possible to make out equivalent tags. The envelope is, I think, a quick

transcription of the shorthand of the kind that journalists always used to make in the days before

lightweight voice recorders, for fear they would not be able to read their shorthand back later on.

Section A on the envelope does not exactly match the corresponding section on the cigarette

packet: I think that is because it is partly transcribed alongside the shorthand. Just over half way

down, I think I can make out where the envelope transcription fits in: “The greatest compliment a

government in the West can pay the opposition is to borrow its policies. Mac(millan) has come to

realise that disengagement is a practical policy...

Who is speaking? It is not clear, although it must be one of the home team. But Gaitskell? Much

more probably, Bevan, by then shadow foreign secretary: partly because it is hard to imagine

Gaitskell referring, as this note records, to his “teacher in Marxism [saying]... that you must not

imagine that although the water comes through the tap that it comes from it ...”. That is classic

stuff from Labour’s favourite political poet, rather than Gaitskell, whom Bevan once so memorably

dismissed as a desiccated calculating machine.

The message is the one that Bevan was anxious to promote: that even out of power, the party had

an influence over the formation of national policy - something that the party’s anti-bomb activists,

longing for the purity of protest, were reluctant to acknowledge.

Section B merely continues A; then X intervenes. X is an excursion into the shared origins and the

development of ideological differences between the parties of the left in Britain and the Soviet
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Union. Comrades - in name, if not in fact. This is an echo of Khrushchev’s comments at the earlier

dinner.

But if you think this is a Labour left-winger making overtures to the Soviet Union, section C makes it

clear there is to be no walk-over. Bevan had, after all, braved the Labour conference 18 months

earlier to tell his old allies on the left that it was impossible for a serious party of government to

campaign for unilateral nuclear disarmament. His famous reference to sending a foreign secretary

‘naked into the conference chamber’ carried the day in Brighton, and was the closing chapter in the

long and damaging Bevanite-Gaitskell wars.

Section C talks of changing attitudes in Britain, France and West Germany, “and we hope the US”

(which Bevan had toured the previous year) and goes on, “May I therefore plead that there should

be a little less emphasis upon dates ... after which certain things are bound to take place .. [which]

come harshly to the ears of the western democracies because they seem to take the form of

diplomatic dictatorship ...”. This is stern stuff between the parties of the left, the kind of thing that

right wing newspapers preferred to pretend could never happen.

D, which is only partially transcribed, talks of Labour’s proposals for a cessation of H Bomb tests

and the possibility of a “a large area of dis – armament? – engagement? It’s not clear... in Central

Europe ...” and tantalisingly peters out

The transcription is resumed on the cigarette packet... [illegibly on photocopy].

A few days later, at a rally in Manchester, Bevan made many of these points again in public, with Mr

Suslov present in the audience.

Once again, Castle is at an important event without a notebook – an event so important she

transcribed her notes as she went along, probably in the course of the evening. This time there was
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no leak to the press, and no mention of it in her autobiography. Nor did it appear in the columns of

the New Statesman.

There are some possible explanations of why she hung on to these notes.

- She wanted a record she could use to correct any alternative account of the evening

- Perhaps because she anticipated a row to rival the one three years earlier

- She wanted to be able to renew the argument with Bevan at a later date, as she often had in

the past. She never accepted his conversion to multilateralism, nor that Bevan himself was

no longer a Bevanite.

- And on a human level, she had a journalist’s excitement of being present at a historic

moment. Fodder for the diary she was already keeping intermittently.

MEMORY AND AUTHORSHIP

We know what happened, and we know the context in which it happened. But how did Castle want

it remembered, and why? And how can a biographer interpret her interpretation?

Why, 30 years later, sorting her papers, did she bundle all the notes together as if they were the

same event, when they three years and several hundred yards apart, for the Khrushchev dinner did

not even take place at St Ermine’s, but in the Harcourt room of the House of Commons. That much is

clear from the reference in her typescript to the policeman interrupting dinner to shout “who goes

home” – the alert, delivered only in the precincts of the palace of Westminster, that the Commons

has risen for the night.

The 1950s were a long way behind Castle when she same to write her autobiography in the 1980s.

There were, for her, high spots: her brave exposure of the terrible abuses in the internment camps
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of Kenya during the Mau Mau uprising; her one-woman attempt to talk Archbishop Makarios into

peacemaking in Cyprus, and her equally courageous exposure of army brutality in the island’s

internment camps. And there was her early adoption of the case against the bomb.

These were the campaigns that counted to her when she reviewed her career. They counted

because she wanted to perpetuate her status as the Red Queen.

From earliest childhood, she had belonged to the romantic wing of the party. The left were the real

champions of the interests of the working class. They stood for the purity of the battle, not the

compromise and pragmatism of power.

Yet she had been in power. For 8 years she had been an important member of what came to be seen

as the disastrous Wilson governments of the 1960s and 1970s. Her career as a minister – most

famously her attempt to contain the trade unions – had led to a painful alienation from her old allies

on the left, an open wound that was only healed by her final, starring role as the grit in the shoe of

new Labour.

There was a secondary problem with her autobiography. She struggled to bridge the old gap

between the public interest and being interesting to the public. That is why she was persuaded to

tell the whole saga of her frustrated 1930s love affair with the left wing activist William Mellor. I

suspect her editor cut thousands of words about her part in the savage war between Bevanites and

Gaitskellites in the 1950s. That might explain why it appears in the disorienting context of the 1930s.

Her own misattribution of the notes makes a more general point too. How often have you struggled

to answer a precise question about an event that you have only just witnessed? Eye witnesses are

notoriously unreliable. How much less reliable are they then a week later, or half a life time later.

But being unreliable about some details of fact does not make these notes unimportant. They are

simply important in a different way. They tell us what mattered to their author.
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The traffic in the events of that evening was important to the national interest: it was a clear

message to Moscow that no major party in Britain would be a friend to totalitarian Communism. It

was a signal to British voters that Labour was to be trusted, and to trade unionists that Bevan was

softening on his divisive campaigning.

But what is most interesting to me as her biographer is that all of these contexts were ignored by

Castle.

It seems to me these papers, and the way she had organised them, betray one of her great

weaknesses as a politician: her inability to take a step back, to look beyond sectional advantage at

the wider picture.

In attempting to edit her own life she revealed that she had not grasped that where she positioned

herself politically was not necessarily the most important place in the contemporary political scene.

Instead, she shows herself as shrewd and dogged, yes, but ultimately a tactician in a sectarian battle.

There is no sign here of the strategist that the Labour left needed, only a self-portrait of a partisan

fighter. This is a miniature, a minutely-painted detail, of one corner of a political reality. And it

depicts what has always been the soft underbelly of the Left: its determination to win every scrap,

and its consequent blindness to the need to persuade a wider public to give it the power without

which nothing will happen.


